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PCA - Progressive Choice Australia Party  

CHARTER 

The Australian Progressive Choice Australia are a confederation of sovereign and equal state 

branches - UP QLD, UP NSW and UP VIC. A change in the constitution requires a 75% majority in 

each state branch. Branches are free to change name and leave the confederation however while in 

the confederation they are bound by this charter and the constitution.  

We are coming to the end of an era of nearly unconditional growth. The end is brought on as 

resources are running out, general health is declining and the climate is becoming more hostile. We 

must initiate change or have changes imposed on us. Powerful vested interests, climate change, 

resource stress, social unrest, extremism and financial crises are all contributing to the global 

challenge.  

This charter describes our desired way of life and party philosophy.  Charter as philosophy ensures 

continued relevance over many decades to come. Our desired way of life, among other things,  is 

one where all inputs are renewable so that we are not living on borrowed time.  Below we identify 

three themes that underlay eight principles and 12 policy platforms.  

We are guided by the ethical principles of humanism in formulating our charter and policy platforms. 

We are a secular party who defend the right to religious freedom while stating that moral conduct 

and ethical behaviour is not dependent on the existence of a deity. We are opposed to extremism.  

 

I.  Themes 

Themes are the principal components of the policy platforms 

1. Securing the future  - achieving long term harmonious balanced coexistence with many 

cultures and rich natural ecosystems recovered from their current decline  

2. Decentralization - the people are better served with a balance between small and big as 

opposed to bigger is better which concentrates power 

3. Individualism and choice - cooperation by free, diverse and informed individuals makes for 

strong groups and happy society 

 

 

II.  PRINCIPLES of the Progressive Choice Australia Party federation 

Principles are the values of the party in general terms  

1. Government must serve all its citizens and humanitarian obligations.  
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2. Good Government sources best advice to develop durable industries with no net loss to 

ecosystem services. 

3. The natural environment is the host of our civilization and PCA must protect both  

4. Social justice for our children in terms of the planet they inherit 

5. PCA is guided by freedom of choice (informed consent) and promotes scientifically based   

education campaigns 

6. PCA abides by the precautionary principle - actions or policy are not initiated if short or long 

term outcomes are uncertain.   

7. PCA values social justice, compassion to all living beings and and protection of human rights; 

we support the inclusion of a Bill of Rights in the constitution.  

8. PCA encourages discussion and true democracy within these principles 

 

III.  POLICY PLATFORMS 

Twelve core policy platforms that follow on from the eight principles and define the party.   

1. Economy: We cannot have ongoing growth on a finite planet and need to aim for a steady 

state economy where all inputs are renewable. We embrace capitalism the same way we 

embrace religious freedom - government needs to control the extremes. This means 

Government supports small and medium businesses and taxes or appropriately regulates 

large corporations.   

2. Environment: Promote long term harmony between a healthy society and a healthy natural 

environment and protection from any organisation seeking to exploit either or both. 

3. Health: Provide universal health care. The physical and mental well-being of the people is 

best achieved by promoting a healthy lifestyle for preventative measures and ensuring a 

transparent level playing field for all the remedies. Government cannot mandate mass 

medication or mass procedures nor financially or otherwise punish persons who choose to 

refuse mass medication or procedures. Reorient the health system towards promotion of 

health, not just the treatment of disease. Government holds a Royal Commission into the 

Pharmaceutical Industry - the respected Cochrane Institute has said that up to one third of 

deaths in Australia are due to legal pharmaceuticals. This waste of life and resources 

requires a full investigation and recommendations to prevent ongoing deleterious health 

impacts from pharmaceutical products. 

4. Food, water and energy are provided by the natural environment, even if subdued and 

altered in agricultural frameworks. The party promotes a strong sense of belonging and 

personal experiences in the natural environment1 so that as a society we long to indefinitely 

use and effectively protect the natural variety and beauty that goes hand in hand with clean 

and renewable water, food and power production. We encourage small integrated systems 

for self-reliance on every level; individual, family, community, regional and national. 

Government must ensure that commercial interests of larger systems do not inhibit the use 

of smaller systems at a more localised level.  

                                                             
1
 Compare the Aboriginal tradition of placing people as belonging to the land as opposed to the Western 

culture where land belonging to people.  
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5. Civil rights: PCA promotes a society that is composed of a multitude of informed individuals 

and supports the civil rights contained in the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights. Additionally the party considered informed consent a civil right and it therefore 

opposed mass medication or conscription. PCA also promotes the protection of 

whistleblowers.  

6. Uncorrupted science is the basis of decision making for government in a pro-choice 

political atmosphere where good education is revered and transparent applied analytical 

methods are affordable and provided by a neutral government on a level playing field  

a. Economic rationalism and profit maximisation corrupts science to serve marketing 

purposes. This is highly objectionable as (i) it is fraud and (ii) it ruins the reputation 

of science 

b. Manipulating facts and figures, knowingly misrepresenting facts and figures, or 

misconstruing inference and conclusions are to be curbed with special punitive 

measures 

7. The party promotes compassion and responsibility for those who are less fortunate and 

tolerance and respect of all people.  

8. Animals - Non-human animals are treated with respect with zero tolerance for inhumane 

treatment. Concentrated  Animal Feeding Operations and live export of animals banned. The 

dignity and well-being of animals are to be protected.  

9. GMO - Free Humans and their environment are protected against abuse of gene technology. 

The Federation adopts rules on the use of reproductive and genetic material of animals, 

plants, and other organisms. It takes thereby into account the dignity of the creature and the 

security of man, animal and environment, and protects the genetic multiplicity of animal and 

plant species. 

10. Evolve the socio-economic and cultural structures and practices for long term natural 

harmony2 and regionally self-reliant. We must stop borrowing from our children, repair what 

we have already damaged and stop using resources we have overused. Use local products 

and services thereby supporting diverse industries and alternative employment. 

11. Sovereignty and Foreign policy: No courts higher than the Australian courts shall be 

recognized without a referendum. The Australian armed forces are to be used only for 

defensive purpose on home soil or on the territories of allies under attack. No financial aid 

to regimes that that commit human rights abuses. Link trade to human rights.  

12. Party integrity: Party politicians are restricted in their policies by this charter. The party 

must not strike preference deals with other parties that have major policies contrary to this 

charter.  

                                                             
2
 harmony of wilderness and civilisation - we aim to rebalance biomass of wild animals to domestic animals 

and natural habitats to farming or urban areas. 


